In this paper, we present an algorithm that con-
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6. The two "link" columns refer to edges added to the sparse graph of Figure  6 by the algorithm in Figure  3 :
Link from shows edges added by step 1. Consider the visit of sparse node 8. Because 8 is not a meet node, the input for its transfer function is the output of whatever node was on top of the stack when node 8 is visited. Therefore. an edee should be added to the sparse graph from 12 to" 8. Because node 8
has a constant transfer function, this edge is not necessary.
Link to shows edges added by step 3b. The algorithm considers C!FG edge 1 i-Entry while visiting node 1. The meet contribution at Entry due to this edge is the output of whatever node is on top of the stack when this edge is considered.
Therefore, an edge should be added from 8 to the meet input of Entry. Because the output of 8 is constant, its value of 1 is applied directly to obtain INEntr~= J_.
The dashed edges in Figure  6 represent sparse graph evaluation edges absent from our graph due to constant transfer function optimization.
As each flow graph edge is listed in the "edges mapped" column, it is mapped to the node on top of the stack ("New TOS" column). Figure  4 , we show DT and DF in Figure  8 . 
